










































































































































Microsoft Word Ribbon  Label the tools on the ribbons below. 

 



Digital Design  

MAGAZINE COVER 
 
 
Create a magazine cover that is original and unique. Choose an original title in 
an appropriate size and font. Then, be sure you follow all of the requirements 
listed below.  Be creative and make the finished product look as professional as 
possible. 
 
Please be original with your name and article teasers. 
 
 

 
 

 
Requirement 

Points 
Possible 

Points 
Awarded 

Layout: .5" margins with a thin border on margin guides 
Appropriate masthead depicting a topic for the 
magazine. 
 

10  

At least four cover lines/article teasers arranged well on 
page. Work with the fonts and alignments to make them 
interesting and balanced on the page. 
 

20  

Cover picture is used on background, appropriately 
cropped, high quality, and matching overall theme 
 

20  

Another small picture is located somewhere on the 
cover.  
 

10  

Issue date and price are conveniently located on 
publication. 
 

5  

Barcode is used in convenient location. 
 

5  

Proper grammar/spelling.   
 

10  

Overall professional appearance. 
 

20  

TOTAL 100 
 
 

 

 
Comments: 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
InDesign Final  

Brochure Project 
• Each student must choose a topic to prepare a tri-fold brochure using  

Adobe InDesign  
 

• Some previous topics:  A TV Show, Book Series,  vacation spots, salon 

services, professional sports teams, vacation destination, high school sports 

team, college... 
 

• Your final project will be graded on originality, creativity, and design 
concepts discussed in class.  

 

• The brochure must be informative, factual and appropriate for class. 
 

• It cannot be on a fictitious subject . 
 

• All topics must be approved by me. 
 

• Be sure to plan accordingly and choose a topic that has enough 

information to fill the brochure.   
 

• There should be minimal blank space.  Points will be deducted for not 
utilizing space and planning properly. 

 
• Print two sided and folds perfectly.  Remember to clear the gutters and 

group move all items on outside columns outside the page end. 
 

• Proofread your work!! 

 



Parts of a Magazine Cover
Design Secrets



Aim:  What are the parts of a magazine 
cover and how are they arranged on the 
page to create a great cover?

 Do Now:  Create a new notes file, name it 
magazine.  

 Examine sample Magazine cover.  Circle the 
first three elements or parts on the cover 

that are most appealing.

(Write the numbers in the order in 
which your eye travels on the page)



 How would you define appealing?

 What was most appealing? 

 Why was it appealing?



Masthead

Dateline

Main Image

Main Cover 

Line

Bar Code

Cover 

Lines or 

Article 

Teasers

Magazine 
Cover 
Parts



The Key Ingredients
1.  Masthead

 The name of the magazine displayed in a specific 
typeface usually at the top of the page and in a 
clearly visible large font.  

 This is a visual brand of the title and is often done 
in a specifically designed typeface to be very 
recognizable and unique.

 Used as a logo for advertising and branding 
purposes.



2.  Dateline

 Month and year of publication, often with 
the price.



3. Main Image

 Usually involves a single image of an 
individual.

 The face is big enough to stand out to the 
reader.

 Picture should be clear and sharp.

 Avoid busy backgrounds that distract.



4.  Coverlines or Article Teasers

 All of the articles listed on the cover.

 Used to entice the reader into grabbing the 
magazine off the rack.

 Use different font styles, sizes and alignments to 
appear in white space around the main image.

 Used to sell and catch attention.



5.  Main Cover Line

 The largest of the article teasers.  

 Usually the MOST enticing article for 

readers.



6.  Bar Code

 Standard bar code used by 
businesses for scanning.

 Usually has price attached to it.



What are some other items that 
can be found on a cover?

 Utilize various shapes on the page to 
highlight information.

 Secondary picture on cover.

 Page numbers where articles can be found.

 Quiz or test…

 Drop Cap



Application

 Analyze the four sample magazine 
covers and identify three pro’s and 
con’s of each design/layout.

 Discuss with partner.

 Review together.



Open blank InDesign file:

 Format Magazine title:

◼ Title of Magazine is Fame.

◼ Play with fonts, styles and sizes to 
design a unique and interesting 
Masthead.

◼ If time permits, begin looking for the 
perfect picture to put on your cover.



Aim:  How well do I know the cover 
parts?

 Do Now:  Review Magazine parts



Other factors to consider when 
designing a magazine cover

 Choose a color palette that matches 
the main image.

 Choose a picture that has a light or 
white background that allows for 
space to place article teasers.

 Be careful with the placement and 
size all elements on the page.



Changing Margins in InDesign

 InDesign

 The "p" measurement unit is Picas

◼ 6 picas equal 1 inch

 Choose Layout Menu

◼ Columns and Guides

◼ Default is ½ inch or 3 picas



Read Magazine Cover
Requirement Sheet

 Begin brainstorming ideas for your 
magazine.



PowerPoint
Multimedia/DTP

Mrs. Kelly



Aim:  What is PowerPoint and 

what are the screen elements?



PowerPoint

 Microsoft PowerPoint is a powerful but easy to use 
graphics program that you use to create 

professional-quality slide presentations.

 A presentation is a collection of slides relating to 
the same topic that may be shown while an oral 
report is given to help summarize data and 
emphasize report highlights.



Power Point Features

 PowerPoint slides may include text, drawings, chart, 

outlines, graphics, video or audio clips.

 Outlines created in Word or data created in Access 

or Excel, can be imported into a PowerPoint slide.  A 

PowerPoint slide may be imported into a Word 

document.



Factors to Consider

 Know your audience.

 Use appropriate colors and font styles.

 Limit text. (outline to follow)

 Use as a guide.

 Be consistent with casing and 

punctuation.

 Please proofread and spell check.



PowerPoint Terminology

 A collection of saved slides in PowerPoint 

are referred to as a presentation.

 Each area that you type text is called a 

placeholder.



View Pane

 Side area of screen that shows you all 

slides in a presentation.

 You can change the order of slides by 

clicking and dragging.

 Slides can also be deleted here.





Power Point Screen Elements

Program Icon —the icon at the top left of the title bar that holds the 

icon indicating which program is open.

Quick Access Toolbar— the tools next to the program icon of 

frequently used commands

Title Bar —Bar at the top of the screen that holds the windows name 

or file name.

Ribbon Tab/ Ribbons —each ribbon tab file, home, insert, 

design…opens a different ribbon that has many different 

tools to choose from.  Each time you select a tab the ribbon 

changes.



 Status Bar—The bar at the bottom that tells you 

how many slides you have, the notes and the 

comments.

 Also contains view buttons.

 Normal View—one slide at a time

 Slide Sorter View—shows all slides as miniatures

 Reading View—goes into an easier to read slide show type view.

 Slide Show View—shows onscreen presentation.

 Zoomslider—allows you to zoom in and out of a slide.



Class Application

Let’s Practice:

 Placeholder

 Slide

 View Pane

 Title Bar

 Program Icon

 Ribbon

 Ribbon Tab

 Slide Show View

 Slide Sorter View

 Status Bar

 Scroll bar

 Normal View

 Zoomslider

 Reading View

 Notification Area

 Quick Access Toolbar

 Ribbon Display Options

 Taskbar

 Start Button



Open PowerPoint Notes

Aim: What are some PowerPoint tools that 

I can use? How can I utilize PowerPoint 

templates and designs?



TOOLBAR FEATURES

 Increase font size/decrease font size

 Increase list level/decrease list level

 Change case

 Clear all formatting text

 New slide

 Design and Templates

Font Color

 Bullets/Numbering

 Text Direction

*Toolbar can be customized by going to 
tools, customize.  Drag tool to toolbar.



Templates and Presentation 

Designs

 Template--a preexisting or pre-designed format or 

guidelines to follow.  PowerPoint provides over 

100 professionally designed formats with colorful 

backgrounds

 You can select a design at any time by choosing 

design ribbon and choosing which one you like.  

You can also apply to one slide or all slides.



Customizing Background

 Go to design ribbon and choose 

background or right click, choose 

background.

 Fill Effect Options:  Color, Texture, 

gradient, pattern, picture.



U
p
d
a
te

 S
c
re

e
n  Add next slide/previous slide

 Add Increase Font Decrease Font

 Add Increase/Decrease List Level

 Add Change Case

 What button lets you change the 
background design?

 Add a new slide?



Printing in PowerPoint
 To print your slides as miniature copies go to the file 

ribbon (backstage view)print and choose handouts 

under settings.



Aim:  How can I add transitions 

and effects in PowerPoint?  

What is custom animation?



ADDING TRANSITIONS

 Transitions control the way slides move on and off the 
screen. 

 Go to transition ribbon and choose the one you want.  

 Effect will control the direction the transition takes 
place.

 Sound can also be added as well as timings for your 
slideshow.



ADDING Effects or Custom 

Animation
 Effects change how the items or objects on 

the  slide appear onto the screen.

 Another word for effect is build

 You can change the effects and transitions on 

each individual slide.

 Click on Transition Ribbon

 You can choose motion paths, entrance, exit and 

emphasis options





Application:

Animated Slide Project

 Each of you must create your very own animated 
slide. 

 You can choose a fairytale, nursery rhyme, short story 
or make up your own story.

 Animated slide must provide clues  for a favorite 
movie, favorite song, or story.   

 Be fun and be creative. 

 Please include at least 10 custom animations.

 It can be all on one slide or on several slides.

 Slide shows will be presented to class



Adding Sounds

 Use Audacity to add narration to your animated slides.

 Follow Directions on Handout.

 Please put headsets and microphones away.

 Have fun!



Aim:  How can I use Slide Sorter view or 

the view pane to move and delete 

slides? What different types of slide 

layouts can I use?



Using Slide Sorter View

 Deleting Slides

 Cut/Paste

 Changing the order

 Inserting Slides

 Add transitions and effects to all of the slides.



Using Undo and Redo

 The Undo button on the Standard toolbar 
reverses the last action you took.  You can 
undo a series of editing actions, including 
keying or deleting text, promoting or 
demoting items, or changing formats and 
text attributes.

 The redo button reapplies editing commands 
in the order you undid them.



Working with Bullets

PowerPoint automatically places bullets in 
front of body text, you may decide that 
some slides would look better without the 
bullets.  You can remove bullets, add new 
ones, and change the shape and color of 
bullets.

Choose the format menu and bullet to 
change the color, shape and size of 
bullets.



Insert Table Slide Layout

 You can create a table in PowerPoint 

simply by changing the slide layout to 

include a table.  

 Double click on table icon to type table. 

Choose the number of rows and columns.



Insert Chart Slide Layout

 You can insert a chart 

after typing data into 

a mini spreadsheet 

program.

 Click on Insert Chart

 Choose the chart type 

and enter data.





Insert a Smart Art Graphic

 Great for hierarchy or listing.

 Double click on org chart to select type you want.  

 Can customize 





Classwork:

 Create a chart slide of your grades.

 Create a table slide of your schedule. 

 Create a diagram chart of your family tree.

 Staple three together or print on one page and 

submit.

 Verify your LinkedIn

 Work on Finishing touches for animated slide.
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PowerPoint Review Sheet Key 

 

**Study and label all parts of a blank powerpoint screen 
 

1. Define presentation:   

 

2. Define clip art 

 

 

3. Define View Pane 

 

 

 

4. What type of program is PowerPoint?  

 

 

5. List the steps for customizing your own background on PowerPoint:  

    

6. Should you time PowerPoint if it is presented by a speaker?   

 

 

7. For a professional-looking slideshow, is it a good idea to change your 

backgrounds and font from slide to slide?   

 

 

8. How many panes does normal view provide?   

 

9. What are the three different views for displaying PowerPoint?  

 

 

10. Which view displays the entire presentation in large thumbnails?  (This is usually 

the view I graded your work from.)   

 

11. Which view do you present the slideshow from?   

 

 

12. Define word art:   

 

13. Which pane displays the presentation so that you can see an overview and 

organize the content more easily?  
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14. Define color scheme:   

 

15. Define format painter 

16. Define slide design/template 

 

17. Define footer:   

 

 

18. Define auto shapes: 

 

19. Define transition:    

 

 

20. What is the easiest view to apply transitions?   

 

 

21. What tab do you go to in order to apply a transition?   

 

 

  

22. Why might you add sound to your presentation?  

 

  

23. Define animate:   

 

 

24. How do you apply a new slide layout?   

 

25. You should put everything you are planning to say on your PowerPoint 

presentation?   

 

 

26. What are the “Rules of Thumb” concerning backgrounds on your slides 

 

27. Images should do what on a presentation?  

 

 

28. What is the very last thing you should ALWAYS do before presenting your 

presentation?   


